A simple experimental technique to measure and compare cross talk in fiber bundles designed for high-energy-particle-tracking systems in colliders is described. Each bundle is composed of individual step-index, multimode fibers that are doped with a scintillating material at a given concentration. Results for two different scintillators doped at two different concentrations are included to demonstrate the validity and the potential of the technique.
Introduction
Scintillating-fiber detectors are currently being considered for tracking the motion of high-energy 11 GeV-10 TeV2 particles within colliders. One of the more promising designs for a central tracker based on scintillating fibers consists of two or more concentric cylindrical shells that enclose the beam pipe and are positioned between 0.5 and 1.3 m from the collider axis. Each shell contains fiber bundles, typically a few millimeters thick, arranged in geometric configurations sufficient to detect the path of a high-energy particle. 1 Fiber-based central trackers offer several advantages as compared with drift chambers. Because they have better resolution, the fiber detectors are much more compact. They weigh significantly less and are relatively cheap to produce. In addition, visual pattern recognition considerably reduces the number of channels required for signal readout.
A scintillating fiber designed for tracking of ionizing particles consists of a core made from polystyrene 1PS, with an index of refraction n 5 1.582 doped with a scintillator. The plastic core is surrounded by a cladding composed of a material that has a lower refractive index; consequently, the fiber is referred to as step index. Light is transmitted through the fiber by total internal reflection at the core-cladding interface. The transmission efficiency depends on the quality of the cladding and is defined in terms of the reflection coefficient. Since the core diameter is relatively large 160 µm2, hundreds of modes are transmitted, and the fiber is referred to as multimode.
A scintillating-fiber detector, on the other hand, relies on a coherent fiber bundle composed of many individual scintillating fibers. Coherent refers to the fact that individual fibers are located in the same relative positions along the length of the bundle; a coherent fiber bundle is capable of transmitting an image from its entrance to the exit end.
When high-energy particles pass through the thickness of the bundle, ionization occurs. A portion of the light produced during ionization causes the scintillating substances in the fibers to fluoresce. This causes a frequency shift that is detected by instrumentation positioned at the exit end of the bundle. A photocathode marks the beginning of this optoelectronic chain, which consists mainly of several stages of image intensifiers in which the photoelectrons emitted from the photocathode are accelerated by an electric field and hit a phosphor anode. The output from the last image intensifier is captured by a high-resolution CCD camera so that the path followed by the particle can be visually and accurately identified.
A number of scintillators have been developed specifically for use in particle-tracking detectors that rely on fibers that have PS as their basic matrix. [2] [3] [4] Each scintillator enhances the quantum yield by converting a portion of the absorbed ionization energy into visible light. The scintillators are organic compounds designed with a large separation between the absorption and emission spectra 1Stokes shift2 such tht the PS emission band overlaps the scintillator absorption band; the scintillator must also emit in the transparent region of PS. It should be noted that PS is opaque to its own scintillation light, and additional aromatic scintillating compounds are added to shift the signal to a wavelength at which the polymer is transparent 1380-600 nm2. The scintillators considered in this paper are called PMP 420 and PMP 450. The NMR spectra for PMP 420 and PMP 450 are 1-phenyl-3-mesityl-2-pyrazoline and 1-p-anisyl-3-mesityl-2-pyrazoline, respectively. Maximum absorption for PMP 420 occurs at 302 nm, while the maximum emission takes place at 414 nm. The corresponding values for PMP 450 are 314 and 436 nm. 4 These compounds have been proved to be two of the most promising material candidates based on their absorption and emission spectra, highly localized light emission, quantum efficiency, etc.
The principal design requirements for a fiber employed in a scintillating-fiber detector are a small diameter for procuring adequate resolution, good light yield for achieving a strong signal, a long attenuation length 1.1 m2 for obtaining the required signal transmission, a fast response time 1,10 ns2 for tracking subsequent particles, and radiation hardness for surviving the operating environment.
The plastic scintillating fibers considered here can potentially meet all these requirements, and in addition, they possess the attractive property of a relatively long radiation length. For example, the aromatic compounds chosen as scintillators have fluorescence lifetimes shorter than 5 ns, allowing for high counting rates. By the use of relatively smalldiameter multimode fibers, it is theoretically possible to achieve the resolution 1,100 µm2 associated with excellent spatial precision.
One of the limitations currently facing plastic scintillating-fiber bundles is that when ionization occurs in one fiber, portions of the light may not be completely absorbed by the scintillators. In this case some of the light may be scattered into adjacent fibers. This effect, commonly referred to cross talk, typically occurs when the diameter of the fibers is reduced to a size comparable with, or smaller than, the absorption length of the primary UV scintillation light. 2 Cross talk causes the path of the particle to become blurred and may seriously affect the resolution of the particle-tracking detector. Some scintillating materials display less cross talk than others and, as the number of material candidates increases, there is a pressing need to develop a simple test to measure cross talk so that relative comparisons can be made.
This Note describes a simple experimental technique to measure and compare cross talk in fiber bundles manufactured for use in scintillating-fiber detectors. Results for bundles doped with PMP 420 and PMP 450 at two different concentrations are included to demonstrate the validity and potential of the technique.
Experimental
The experimental setup used to test the different multimode fiber bundles is shown in Fig. 1 . Each bundle has a 2.5-mm-square cross section and is composed of approximately 1600 individual fibers 160-µm diameter2 packed into a hexagonal array. 5 The fibers share their 3.4-µm-thick cladding with adjacent fibers; the resolution of the fiber bundle is approximately 50 µm.
A 30-w deuterium UV light source, which emits most of its energy in the spectral range 200 nm , l , 300 nm, was focused across the thickness of the bundle to simulate the light energy produced by ionization. The intensity and position of the light source were kept constant during each of the tests. The exit face of the bundle, located at a distance of 0.5 m from the source, was magnified and then photographed with a high-resolution 1containing 442,000 pixels2 CCD camera. Composite images were processed in a MacIntosh computer with AZUE and IMAGE computer software.
As mentioned above, the scintillating fibers used in the experiment transmit light at wavelengths of 380-600 nm; light having a wavelength shorter than 380 nm is quickly attenuated, typically within a fiber length of a few centimeters. Light is emitted from PMP 420 and PMP 450 scintillators at approximately 420-450 nm; the UV light source emits a very small spectral irradiance 10.02 µW cm 22 nm 21 2 over this range.
To confirm that the intensity of the image captured by the computer resulted from the fluorescence of the scintillators and not from the source, a bandpass filter that blocked light below 380 nm was initially positioned between the source and the bundle. In this case no response was observed on the CCD, indicating that light from the source with a wavelength greater than 380 nm did not contribute to the image.
Cross talk was measured with the filter removed. As mentioned above, the scintillating substance in each fiber produces a fluorescent signal that is guided by the fiber to its exit end. UV light, which is not completely absorbed by the first layers of fibers in the bundle, penetrates subsequent layers. Fluorescent signals produced in these adjacent layers modulate the intensity recorded by the camera-computer system. Figure 2 , for example, shows two layers of The results for fiber bundles doped with PMP 420 and PMP 450 at two different concentrations are shown in Table 1 . Table 1 shows that, for a given scintillating material, cross talk is significantly less for fibers doped with PMP at a concentration of 0.7%. It should be noted, however, that the higher concentration is associated with increased self-absorption. 4 Figure 3, on the other hand, shows a relative comparison of the signals obtained when the pixel intensities in the columns of the CCD over the region of interest are averaged. Results are shown for the two different scintillating materials doped at a concentration of 0.7%. Even though PMP 450 has been found to have less self-absorption as compared with PMP 420, 4 PMP 450 has a lower light yield. This can be attributed to the fact that the UV source is more intense at the wavelength that corresponds to the maximum absorption of PMP 420.
In summary, the fibers doped with PMP 420 display the least cross talk and produce the most signal when illuminated with a deuterium UV light source. Therefore, of the materials and concentrations considered, the most efficient particle detector would be constructed by the use of bundles that have fibers doped with PMP 420 at a concentration of 0.7%.
Conclusion
A relatively simple technique has been developed to measure and compare cross talk in fiber bundles designed for particle-path detection. A UV light source is focused across the thickness of the bundle to simulate the energy produced by ionization as highenergy particles pass through the bundle. The response is measured with a high-resolution CCD positioned at the exit end of the bundle. Cross talk is computed by a comparison of the average intensities recorded in subsequent fiber layers. The relative comparisons made possible by the technique may be very important in evaluating different scintillating materials and designing highly efficient detectors for particle tracking in colliders.
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